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In a world intent on saving our 
most precious resource, Cobra 
launches the Focus mixer and 

complimentary range. Combining 
sleek, modern design and state-of-
the-art water saving technology, 

Focus is a sophisticated range 
that suits the contemporary, 

eco-savvy home and 
environmentally friendly public 
spaces that place a priority on 

water effi ciency and conservation. 

Range features and benefits: 
- Flow rate of 1.9 litres per minute from the  
 four basin mixers promotes water saving  
 whilst still ensuring effective hand washing.
- Aesthetically pleasing diamond spray water  
 pattern from basin mixer spouts.  
- Fitted flow restrictors and aerators are easily  
 cleaned and serviced.
- Ideal for use in public spaces.
- Focus basin mixers are supplied with three  
 water flow solutions:

-     Currently fitted 1.9 litre per minute 
        MIKADO designer flow restrictor.

-     A 6 litre per minute pressure compensating               
        flow restrictor for general water saving            
       requirements.
-    Unrestricted flow straightener for low 
       pressure installations.



Focus
Guest Basin Mixer

Basin Mixer

Raised Basin Mixer

Single lever guest basin mixer 
with 1.9L p/min designer flow 
restrictor.
Product Code: FC-951G
SAP Code: FBN1D1F1-0GT0122
Barcode: 6002194145578    

Single lever standard basin 
mixer with 1.9L p/min 
designer flow restrictor.
Product Code: FC-951
SAP Code: FBN1D1FO-0GT0122
Barcode: 6002194145585    

Single lever raised basin mixer 
with 1.9L p/min designer flow 
restrictor. 
Product Code: FC-951R
SAP Code: FBR1D1FO-0GT0122
Barcode: 6002194145592    

Concealed Wall Type Basin Mixer

Single lever concealed wall 
type basin mixer with sliding 
wall flange and 1.9L p/min 
designer flow restrictor.
Product Code: FC-940
SAP Code: FBN1W1FO-0GT0122
Barcode: 6002194145523    

MIKADO Aerator

The four Focus basin mixers 
come to you fi tted with a 
MIKADO fl ow restrictor. The 
fl ow of  this Red Dot design 
award winning aerator is 
restricted to 1.9 litres per minute, 
ensuring ultra water saving. 

The aerator is also pressure 
compensating, meaning that 
the maximum fl ow of  1.9 litres 
per minute will not be exceeded 
regardless of  fl uctuation in inlet 
water pressure to the tap. 

The MIKADO aerator is ideally 
suited for hand washing in public 
spaces, whilst the designer spray 
pattern will add a touch of  
glamour to any bathroom.
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Exposed Bath Mixer

Single lever exposed wall type 
bath mixer with diverter,

 hand shower hose & 
hand shower attachment. 

Product Code: FC-959
SAP Code: FBHEW2FO-0GT0122

Barcode: 6002194145547    

Bath or Shower Mixer

Single lever concealed 
bath or shower mixer. 

Product Code: FC-956
SAP Code: FBSCW0FO-0GT0122

Barcode: 6002194145554    

Bath/Shower Diverter Mixer

Wall Type Spout

Bidet Mixer

Sink Mixer

Single lever concealed 
bath/shower diverter mixer.  

Product Code: FC-961
SAP Code: FBSCW2FO-0GT0122

Barcode: 6002194145561    

Wall type aerated bath spout 
with wall flange.
Product Code: FC-060
SAP Code: FSPT19BT-0GT0122
Barcode: 6002194145530    

Single lever bidet mixer with 
pop-up waste and over-the-
rim aerated swivel outlet.
Product Code: FC-965
SAP Code: FBID11FO-0GT0122
Barcode: 6002194145615    

Single lever sink mixer with 
aerated swivel outlet. 
Product Code: FC-970
SAP Code: FSK1D1FO-0GT0122
Barcode: 6002194145608    



It takes a special kind of  craftsman to 
bring the four natural elements 

together to create a faucet that leaves 
a lasting impression. 

At Cobra, this art has been honed for 
the past 60 years creating some of  the 

most iconic taps on the market. We 
harvest the metals from the earth, 

forge them in fi re and breathe life into 
a range of  classic tap designs that 
brings the most precious resource, 

water into our homes.
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